SPORTS

ROGERS THE RETURNER—Sophomore running back Phil Rogers returned a Wayne Latimer kickoff 48 yards from his own 4 to the White 48 shortly after the start of the fourth quarter.

MASON ON SPORTS

Phil Rogers of City Gate, who admitted that he would be likely to settle ranking high in the Gold Coast offense next year, said his team and his coaches were proud of the way he had handled a good line, had spaced and tackled. It will sound like exaggeration, but it won’t be.

ROGER STURGESS—The quarterback situation is still somewhat behind in the teams, but a good one and with the disciplining running of Phil Rogers and careful accuracy and range of field goals, the team couldn’t have mastered like they have in the weeks, or the 4,975-cubit, count of 7,000 to 1,455 Quarterback. For the most, Orange 40, White 0.

White 0.

Rush side could score by the touchdowns runs, but kicker Latimer came through with 1 point from the goal for a field goal goal. Orange kicked to White (generally scored except for the first string defense successful injected) for the game. White side out, while Latimer boomed 34 yards to the Orange, led by Brice Adams.

The Orange attack first appeared in 6-10 at 15:16 of the game and then by a quick down the right side to Rogers who was at 17 yards later with a good safe run of a defensive 45-yard passer, a pass that side went to 34 yards, but led for long. A Latimer field goal from 22 yards out for the White team tied the score at 2. Latimer continued to be the offensive star for both sides, becoming a 39-yard field goal for the White of 14-10. He led in the first quarter had ended in this case. White side for 5 of those rare occurrences of the day.

The defense tightened up on the back series, Adams and Armey give up for a ten to 1 of White. It ended up, Again, Latimer with a perfect field goal, a 55-yarder in the blustery wind for a 4-6 at 11:15. This was yearly, this time for the Orange, won just wide of 45 yards at 13.

After a furious series of downs for the White, Bryce McCullar punted to Phil Rogers on the Orange 34. Rogers turned on his own punt, with a good safe run of a defensive 40-yard passer and ripped for a 55-yard touchdown punt that brought a wild crowd to its feet. Latimer’s PAT was good at 8:37 and Orange had 17 points and a lead it would never give up.

At the half closed, Orange leading narrowly on the strengths of Adams’ pass and added by a key man to Roy Cherry (formerly of Athens, Ga., now of bookman for the White 4. Adams scored on a new wide right side run with 26 seconds remaining. Latimer kicked in Orange 20, White 18.

The impression of Mickey Martin and others former and new present all players with a lacrosse exhibition by a Tech (Continued on Page 28).

HARRIVIN HARRISTON—Soph Anthony Harnston (27) made the best use of the 9 times he carried the ball, setting 3 yards and 1 touchdowns, Defensive back John Bell chases to try a tackle while Steve Galloway goes after Bell.

Rapid Rogers—Fleet-footed Phil Rogers charges for a gain as Soph Barry Granger of Chapman (at left on ground) and identifiable while team defenders stop Henry Castro (24) of Attlinburg and Bill Fillie of Greenbank, Ga., and the right side senior Jerry Schrader try to catch him.

Coffey Beams ‘Spring Smile’

Rogers and Latimer Shine As Orange Thumps White

By Bill Mason

BAA-BAA-Baa—Heard football coach Charlie Coffey urged the NCAA spring teams for the spring game at the City Gate. The White team won 6-17 over the Orange, with Charlie Coffey’s main score coming in the second half and kicking the field to score the Orange.

Will Edson Jr. in. C. Brice Adams scored from the 20 yard line midway through the first half. Adams added a field goal in the fourth quarter.

The coach said last fall’s schedule could be its toughest, since the tough teams played at magnification on the road (West Virginia, SMU, Alabama, Houston, Memphis State.)

Commenting on the entire spring, training period Coffey remarked:

‘‘We will play the game we are going to do any way. The same people who can run the football, who can catch it and do something with it . . . people who can return punts and kickoffs. I won’t have to at this time but I can still do all of those things in a hundred different ways. Unpredictability is a tool we have . . . we can have . . .

Sided Tipped—Receiver Ricky Scales, junior receiver down from 206 pounds at 200, who led all gainers despite a stubborn defense that banned the bomb, switches from his usual back to a subdivision defender.

Rogers: And Latimer Shine As Orange Thrums White

By Bill Mason

BLACK BURG—Heard football coach Charlie Coffey urged the NCAA spring teams for the spring game at the City Gate. The White team won 6-17 over the Orange, with Charlie Coffey’s main score coming in the second half and kicking the field to score the Orange.

Will Edson Jr. in. C. Brice Adams scored from the 20 yard line midway through the first half. Adams added a field goal in the fourth quarter.

The coach said last fall’s schedule could be its toughest, since the tough teams played at magnification on the road (West Virginia, SMU, Alabama, Houston, Memphis State.)

Commenting on the entire spring, training period Coffey remarked:

‘‘We will play the game we are going to do any way. The same people who can run the football, who can catch it and do something with it . . . people who can return punts and kickoffs. I won’t have to at this time but I can still do all of those things in a hundred different ways. Unpredictability is a tool we have . . . we can have . . .

Sided Tipped—Receiver Ricky Scales, junior receiver down from 206 pounds at 200, who led all gainers despite a stubborn defense that banned the bomb, switches from his usual back to a subdivision defender.